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Turning thousands of possibilities into a

single possibility, Thaosen

Thaosen was founded in recognition of the challenges that Africa is and will be facing in the

coming years. With our vision of an Africa capable of achieving its own development, we work

with its key players, the African SMEs. We are committed to creating strategic partnerships,

extending our physical and financial support to accompany African small and medium

enterprises.
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OUR ENGAGEMENT

Our current plan aims to support the emergence of

African projects, in order to accompany them towards

their development. We wish to support the most

isolated African projects, in order to maximize their

chances of success.

 

 

FREE  SERVICE

We offer free analysis and sourcing for the most isolated

African projects, to inform them about their market and the

best solutions available to them. We also offer free import-

export missions, without commission. We believe that

making our services free of charge to the most isolated

companies will have a boomerang effect on their

development.

 

PROJECT SUPPORT 

We support African initiatives and, more generally, African

project leaders. We help them in the structuring of their

projects as well as in their development by putting our

knowledge and our network at their disposal. We believe

that external accompaniment and exchange of views is a

real value for a project in development.

 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

We provide financial support to African projects in order to

increase their economic and social development.We

provide financial support to African projects in order to

increase their economic and social development. We

believe that contributing to the isolated local African

projects will contribute to the local populations.

 

GLOBAL NETWORK

We have entered into numerous partnerships with

associations and companies supporting the development of

the African continent. We make our partners and our

network available with the aim of offering comprehensive

and global support.


